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PEN  P I C TU R E T EMP L AT E  

Please complete and return to CFO-socialenterprise@noms.gsi.gov.uk 

Name: Helen Schofield Position: Deputy Chief Officer 

E-mail: Helen@nbforum.co.uk Landline: 01482 499039 

Organisation: North bank Forum Mobile No: 07794181955 

Address: 

2
nd

 Floor, 94 Alfred Gelder Street, Hull. HU1 

2An Web site: www.northbankforum.org.uk 

Name of 

consortium: Hull and Humber Pathways Consortium   

 

Background Please tell us why your proposed consortium came together and when you plan to be 
operational: 

Our proposed consortium plans to be operational by the end of June. We came together as a 
consortium as we wanted to bring together a range of SE’s to support some of the most 
difficult to reach, socially excluded or disengaged people in our community in a meaningful 
and enabling way. The outcome will be to enhance the individual’s ability to realise their full 
potential, promoting social inclusion and so having a positive impact on reducing reoffending. 
Our consortium provides the widest reach in order for us to achieve our aims. 

 

100 word limit 

Objective 
What does your consortium aim to achieve and deliver when it is operational?  

We aim to: 

Ensure that local SE’s are better placed to participate and add value to current and future 

 CFO programmes 

Provide additionality and social value in a diverse supply chain that is able to provide economy of 
scale in provision and deliver greater community impact 

Support ex-offenders into sustainable employment, decreasing dependency on benefits, 
reducing the burden on the sub regional economy, reducing reoffending and the impact of these 
factors on the wider community  

What stakeholder groups will benefit from your consortium’s offer?  

We expect a wide range of stakeholders will benefit including statutory bodies, VCS 
organisations, ex-offenders, SE’s and local prisons. 
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Partners 
What areas do your consortium partners cover?   

Our partners cover a geographical area of the Humber sub-region. In terms of delivery they 

cover the following: infrastructure support specialising in health and social care; workforce 

and volunteer training and development; new business and social enterprise support; mental 

health support; advice and guidance and ex-offender programmes. 
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